Since there is a wide range of applications requiring image color difference (CD) assessment (e.g. color quantization, color mapping), a number of CD measures for images have been proposed. However, the performance evaluation of such measures often suffers from the following major flaws: (1) test images contain
primarily spatial-(e.g. blur) rather than color-specific distortions (e.g. quantization noise), (2) there are too few test images (lack of variability in color content), and (3) test images are not publicly available (difficult to reproduce and compare). Accordingly, the performance of CD measures reported in the state-of-the-art is ambiguous and therefore inconclusive to be used for any specific color-related application.
In this work, we review a total of twenty four state-of-the-art CD measures.
Then, based on the findings of our review, we propose a novel method to compute CDs in natural scene color images. We have tested our measure as well as the state-of-the-art measures on three color related distortions from a publicly available database (mean shift, change in color saturation and quantization noise). Our experimental results show that the correlation between the subjective scores and the proposed measure exceeds 85% which is better than the other twenty four CD measures tested in this work (for illustration the best performing state-of-the-art CD measures achieve correlations with humans lower than
Introduction
Nowadays, fidelity assessment of images in terms of color or simply assessment of color differences (CDs) in images has become an active area in the research of color science and imaging technology due to its wide range of applications such as color correction [1, 2] , color quantization [3] , color mapping [4] , color 5 image similarity and retrieval [5] . For instance, in multiview imaging, color correction is used to eliminate color inconsistencies between views. In that application, the fidelity assessment of color corrected images relative to the current view image can be used to select the color correction algorithm that produces the smallest perceived color differences. In color mapping and color 10 quantization algorithms, pixel colors are replaced following certain criteria while they ensure a good correspondence in terms of perceived color between the original image and its reproduction. There, CD assessment can be used to find the appropriate quantization step size and/or range of displayable colors to obtain the reproduction with the minimum perceived CD. Another example 15 is color image similarity and retrieval where all images with color composition similar to the query image are retrieved from a database. Thus, the assessment of CDs between images is very important to identify the images with color content similar to that of the query image. While many CD measures for natural scene color images have been pro- 20 posed, there has not yet been any rigorous investigation into the performance comparison of the existing measures [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The CD measures in the state-of-the-art are often tested on databases which: (1) contain multiple distortions in combination with the color-related distortions, (2) include few test image samples, and/or (3) are not publicly available but rather kept private. 25 Additionally, the performance of the CD measures is often reported as average performance over all images of a given database. Overall, to the best of our 2 knowledge, there is little research addressing the problem of reviewing and especially testing CD measures and the existing reports are very limited in test samples and/or CD measures. Also, the majority of studies in the state-of-the- 30 art are devoted to evaluating and comparing measures of image quality and not measures of image CD. For instance, in [11] , 60 image quality measures (of which 28 based on gray scale image data) were tested on a publicly available database of images. It is important to note that for that dataset the human scores are related to the overall image quality rather than to the overall image differences.
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Another important aspect of any benchmark image quality database is the type of the image distortions. The database from Ref [11] includes mostly spatial image distortions, e.g., compression artifacts, noise and blur. In this work, we focus on the CD measures; for the readers interested in image quality measures we recommend the references [12, 13, 14, 11, 15, 16] .
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In order to address the limitations of the current literature, we take into account various types of CD measures and test those using a public image database which addresses specifically color related image alterations. Specifically, our analysis includes 25 source images which leads to more generalizable results compared to the 6 or 8 source images presented in the other related 45 works [17, 7, 18, 19] . The works presented in the Ref [20] and more recently in Ref [21] used more reference images (respectively, 97 and 25) to evaluate color gamut mapping algorithms, yet they considered more image quality measures than dedicated measures of CD. Firstly, we conduct a brief review in color science for evaluating CDs. Thereafter, we evaluate the twenty four state-of-the-art 50 CD measures and discuss their performances as well as investigate the specific cases where the CD measures fail in order to objectively assess the strengths and weaknesses of the tested measures. We made these measures freely available as a plugin on the iFAS [22] software tool.
Additionally, we propose a novel method to compute color differences in 55 natural scene color images based on the findings of the review. We base our measure on the fact that humans assess color differences in natural scene color images by comparing sets of connected pixels or small patches. Those patches 3 are typically characterized for being homogeneous or for possessing an unique texture pattern. Therefore, we use image segmentation based on texture to 60 compute the color differences in the resulting segments. Particularly, we use the Local Binary Patterns as texture descriptor because of its simplicity while being one of the most accurate texture analysis algorithms [23] . To compute the color differences we use the statistics proposed in [24] because they are good measures of the change in the color distribution spread and severe color differences. For 65 computing the intensity differences, we use the well known structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [25] . Finally, the overall color difference is computed as the weighted average of the local differences using as weights the ratio between the number of pixels in the patch and the total number of pixels in the image.
We have tested our measure as well as the state-of-the-art measures on three 70 color related distortions (mean shift, change in color saturation and quantization noise) from one image quality assessment database (TID2013 [26]). We found that the proposed measure is able to accurately predict the color differences typically perceived and reported by a human observer. Particularly, our experimental results show that the correlation between the subjective scores and the 75 proposed measure exceeds 85% which is better than the other twenty four CD measures tested in this work (for illustration the best performing state-of-the-art CD measures achieve correlation with humans lower than 80%). This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, current approaches dealing with CD assessment in natural scene color images are discussed. The novel 80 methodology is described in Section 3. Thereafter, in Section 4, we present and discuss the results obtained in our experimental study. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.
Background
The Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) defines color as: "attribute 85 of visual perception consisting of any combination of chromatic and achromatic content." The definition implies that color is an attribute of visual perception, i.e., the study of color is mostly about perception (color appearance) [27] . The study of color appearance seeks to describe the perceptual aspects of human color vision. For instance, the most successful color appearance model (CAM) 90 according to the reports from Refs [28, 29] is the CIELAB. Therefore, most of the CD formulas compute a certain distance measure in the CIELAB color space [30] , that is, the color components are expressed in the CIELAB color space at the point of the computation of the specific distance formula, e.g., Mahalanobis, CIEDE2000, among others. Next to the CIELAB, also other 95 CAMs have been proposed in the state-of-the-art such as YC B C R [31] , HSI [32] , ℓαβ [33] , CIELUV [34] , OSA-UCS [35] . Further information about CAMs can be found in [30, 27, 36, 29] .
We have explored twenty four color difference measures plus SSIM listed in Table 1 . The ID is the identifier used in this work for referring to a specific 100 CD measure. Color space is the color space or appearance model used for computing the CDs. Note that, we only consider here the color space where the actual color differences are computed. SP (Spatial processing) is whether or not neighboring pixels are taken into account in computing the CD measure.
Overall CD describes the technique for computing the overall CD measure using (1) and RGB (1) . For more information about these CAMs, the reader is referred to the original publications listed in Table 1 . Note that the CIELAB appearance model is the most popular CAM for computing CDs in natural 115 1 PSIM numerical values were obtained from the web page of its authors https://sites. Finally, irrespective of whether the measure has spatial processing or not, the overall difference in 15 out of the 24 CD measures is computed as the average of the pixel-wise differences.
google.com/site/guke198701/publications
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Traditionally, computing CDs in images has been accomplished by using a 120 CD formula on a pixel-by-pixel basis (some algorithms consider image filtering to simulate the blur property of human eyes) and then examining statistics such as mean, median or maximum. However, subjective evaluation of perceived color differences has shown that, when observing a color image, the observer makes the color sensation from a number of pixels and not a single pixel color [58] . 125 Also, the studies in color enhancement have shown that the perceived color by a human depends on the amount of spatial variation and texture in the scene [59, 60] . That is, two image patches can be perceived by a human as the same color only under the same spatial distribution of pixel color values.
Additionally, the experiments carried out in [17, 58, 61] comparing color image 130 differences showed that the observers tend to focus on certain areas of an image, usually, homogeneous areas or areas with the same texture pattern, and give their judgments mainly based on the color difference of those areas.
These findings show that the pixel-wise CDs (even after considering image filtering to simulate the blur property of human eyes) between two images do 135 not represent the CD sensation perceived by a human observer and human observers judge CD in natural scene color images based on the comparison of image patches with similar texture pattern. For instance, the weighted CIELAB [43] is based on the fact that the CDs in larger areas with the same color should be weighted higher compared to those in smaller areas because human eyes tend 140 to be more tolerant towards CDs in smaller areas. Moreover, our methodology agrees with other visual attention models based on saliency maps used in image quality measures such as those presented in [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68] , where larger homogeneous areas have more influence on the overall quality than highly textured small areas. Note that the tested state-of-the-art CD measures do not 145 consider the texture of the image in the CD computation. 
Proposed method
In search for an adequate solution of the problem of computing color differences in natural scene color images, we propose a measure based on the fact that humans assess the differences in image color by comparing small image patches 150 of similar texture. Therefore, we first look for an appropriate method to divide the image in patches with unique texture patterns to later compute the CDs on the obtained patches.
One common way of dividing an image into unique texture patterns is by using the well-known texture descriptors: the Local Binary Patterns (LBP).
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This method computes relative intensity relations between the pixels in a small neighborhood. See [23] for details about this texture analysis technique. In particular, experimental results over all possible LBP patterns have shown that the subset called "uniform" LBP (uLBP), introduced in [69] , covers 90% of all patterns in natural scene images [69, 70] . A LBP pattern is called uniform if 160 the pattern contains at most two 0−1 or 1−0 transitions. Figure 1 shows the texture primitives detected by the uLBP. The black points correspond to the binary value 0 and the white points to 1. Note that any other texture primitive can be obtained by rotating or complementing the binary primitives shown in (SSIM) [25] . proposed CD measure is summarized as follows.
1. The Reference and Test images are compared using the Euclidean distance of their corresponding C B and C R color components as well as using the SSIM between intensity components (Y).
2. The uLBP is computed from the reference image to obtain the set of 190 homogeneous textured patches (uLBP segmentation in Figure 3 ). where α and β are weights that can be adjusted according to the application.
In the
In this case, since we are interested in evaluating color differences we give more importance to the color component, i.e., empirically we select the following 
Results and Discussion
In this Section we describe the used test images and the performance comparison with the state-of-the-art measures. The performance comparison is made in terms of correlation indices computed between the CD measures and the sub-jective scores, which are considered as ground truth. The value of 1 indicates 235 high correlation and 0 is no correlation between the tested CD measure and the subjective scores.
The following parameters corresponding to the standard viewing conditions are used in our experiments. The level of ambient illumination is set to low according to the ITU recommendations (4 lux) [71] . The chromaticity of the 240 white displayed on the color monitor was D65 and luminance level of the monitor was around 80 cd/m 2 . All settings are suited for sRGB color space. In this work, we have assumed that the distance to the monitor was set to 75 cm [49] . All methods using SSIM measure (including the proposed methodology) are set to the standard parameters [25] . 245 
Evaluation method
We evaluate the CD measures by means of Pearson Coefficient of Correlation (PCC) [72] , the Spearman's Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) [73] and the Coefficient of Correlation of Distances (CCD) [74] between the subjective/human scores included with the dataset and the values given by the tested 250 CD measures. In these measures, PCC and CCD measure the accuracy or the ability to predict the subjective fidelity scores with low error using linear models and non-linear models, respectively. SROCC measures the monotonicity or the degree to which predictions of the model agree with the magnitudes of subjective quality scores.
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Since the PCC, the SROCC and the CCD values obtained in this work lead to analogous conclusions, we only describe our results in terms of the CCD but the analysis applies for all (PCC and SROCC) unless we indicate the opposite. We use the rule of the thumb for interpreting the size of a correlation coefficient [75] , i.e., we use the following descriptive scale: 
Test data
In order to carry out a meaningful performance analysis of a CD measure, the test images need to fulfill the minimal requirements: (1) the distortions present in the images are primarily affect color and not spatial properties of the images, 265 and (2) the corresponding subjective quality scores are collected in the scenario which ensures that the human subject is evaluating the difference between two or more images (typically a test image and its corresponding reference image).
The main reason for viewing and judging images in pairs is in the fact that the perceived CD highly depends on the appearance of the reference image.
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Moreover, we have chosen to work with the databases that are publicly available in order to ensure easy and simple data discovery for the readers who may be interested in replicating our experiments and/or comparing or results with other methods.
In this work the test data was selected to include the types of color al- not used in this work not even those affecting color because they incorporate also spatial distortions which typically impact the quality of the image much more strongly than color alteration. Therefore, the human scores would be 310 then more likely predominantly influenced by the spatial distortions and not the color ones. For instance, we do not use chromatic aberrations and color quantization with dither because even though they have a large influence on color noise, they also produce strong artifacts of spatial nature such as blurring, false edges and/or rainbow edges which impact the "spatial" quality of the image 315 much more strongly than its color alteration. Also, we have shown in previous research that contrast changes are better modeled by using the ratio of intensity appraised on the test data of TID2013 database. Performance is given in terms of the PCC, the SROCC and CCD between a given CD measure and the corresponding subjective scores.
Error bars are confidence intervals for the PCC values.
values [78, 79, 80] . Therefore, our test data is composed of 25 source images and their corresponding 375 distorted images (25 source images × 3 types of distortions × 5 levels of distortions); thus a total of 400 test images.
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The MOS values from TID2013 were collected using a methodology known in psychophysics as two alternative forced choice (2AFC) match to sample [26].
In 2AFC three images are displayed (the reference and two distorted images)
and an observer selects one of the two distorted images which they judge as more similar to the reference. That is, human observers are asked to select 325 among two images the image that perceptually differs less from a reference [81] .
Thus, the evaluation is made in terms of the presented current stimuli. Since the 2AFC was made within the selected subset of the TID2013, the MOS scores designated to that subset are a measure of the color difference with respect to the reference image perceived by the observers. Therefore, TID2013 allows the 330 individual analysis of certain distortion type or subset of distortion types [26]. Figure 5 shows the PCC, the SROCC and the CCD appraised on the test data of TID2013 database. The best performing CD measures from the state-ofthe-art are CD14 (Circular processing CD), CD15 (OSA-UCS), CD16 (Spatial-OSA-UCS), CD21 (VSI) and CD24 (CIEDE76) displaying a strong correlation.
Overall performance of the tested CD measures
However, note that the proposed image CD measure (CD18) outperforms those CD image measures. Table 2 shows the percentage increase of the proposed method compared with the other state-of-the-art measures based on the correlation coefficients shown in Figure 5 after applying the Fisher's z transform.
The Fisher's z transform is defined as
where r is the correlation coefficient. The percentage increase shows that the proposed methodology outperforms all other 24 image CD measures tested in this work.
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The worst performance across the three color distortion types is achieved by CD08 (Image appearance metric), CD11 (Adaptive image difference), CD04
(Colour image fidelity metric) displaying a weak correlation. The poor performance of CD08 may be due to the fact that the measure focuses on complex spatial interactions such as perception of contrast, graininess, and sharpness 340 while in fact it should focus on homogeneous textured areas [82] . Although CD11 is an adaptive technique, the CD measure is computed using the RGB color space which is well-known to disagree with human perception of color.
CD04 performs better but still the correlation is weak compared with the other tested methods. 345 We also explore the performance of the tested CD measures on the individual distortion types to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the tested measures. extreme) followed by CD09 (Just noticeable CD measure) and the proposed methodology CD18 (Figure 8 ). The proposed methodology shows to be the best performing in the color saturation subset with a strong correlation (correlation between the proposed CD measure and the subjective scores higher than 0.8), 355 see Figure 6 . Also, CD18 is one of the best performing methods together with CD13 (Color image difference) and CD24 (CIEDE76) in the mean shift subset ( Figure 7 ). Figure 9 shows the scatter plots of the proposed color image difference measure (CD18) and the subjective scores of the test data of TID2013 database.
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Note that the humans consider overall more annoying the color artifact produced by quantization noise (lower MOS) than the change of color saturation but they find overall the color saturation more annoying than mean shift distortion. This is also displayed by our proposed color difference measure (see Figure 9 ). 
Discussion
Note that the good performance of CD05 (Chroma spread and extreme) in the quantization noise subset is partially due to the fact that CD05 compares the color distribution on the YCbCr color space (unlike any other of the considered state-of-the-art methods) and TID2013 quantization noise was processed on the 370 same color space. This suggests that color quantization noise can be evaluated by comparing the color distribution of the images when the comparison is made on the same operational color space where the distorted image was processed.
Indeed, since color quantization modifies considerably the distribution of the color histogram in the given color space, a comparison of the distribution in 375 the same space comes forward as an appropriate tool for this type of task.
However, CD05 performs poorly in the rest of the test data because the other color related distortions (mean shift and change in color saturation) do not have a considerably impact in the color histogram of the images making CD05 measure ineffective for this type of distortions.
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Also note that there are no significant differences between CD00 (CIEDE2000), CD01 (Spatial-CIELAB) and CD17 (Spatial colour metric), i.e., there is a neg- ligible improvement in terms of PCC, SROCC and CCD with subjective scores when a spatial filtering simulating blur property of human eyes is applied before computation of pixel wise differences (cf. the spatial processing described 385 by [38] ). We attribute this behavior to the fact that CDs are perceived easier in large homogeneous areas where there is no contrast masking while CDs in small textured areas with color fluctuations are more difficult to perceive than in large homogeneous areas. Therefore, the spatial processing (band-pass filtering simulating blur property of human eyes as proposed by [38] ) displays negligible 
Conclusions
This work has reviewed and evaluated CD measures in the natural scene color images. We tested twenty four state-of-the-art CD measures on selected data from one public database. To stimulate further experimentation, we made all the tested methods freely available as a plugin on the iFAS [22] software tool. We 425 selected our test image data such that the following applications are included:
color correction, color quantization, color mapping, color image similarity and retrieval. The images in these applications are typically affected by CDs due to quantization noise, intensity shift, contrast change, change in color saturation and change in color balance. Moreover, we have proposed a novel methodology 430 for computing color differences in natural scene color images based on the findings of the state-of-the-art review; the proposed method is named wCD (CD18).
Our experiments show that CD24 (CIEDE76), CD13 (Color image difference) and CD18 (proposed method) achieve a strong correlation with subjective scores in the mean shift subset. In the quantization noise the best performing the best performing CD measure tested in this work.
Additionally, we found that relying on descriptive statistics from pixel-wise 445 differences is unreliable for computing color differences typically reported by human observers. The results suggest that there are no significant differences in terms of correlation with subjective scores between CD00 (CIEDE2000), CD01
(Spatial-CIELAB) and CD17 (Spatial colour metric). That is, there is a negligible improvement in terms of correlation with subjective scores when a spatial 450 filtering simulating blur property of human eyes is applied before computation of pixel wise differences. Additionally, considering the fact that humans more easily perceive CD in flat areas than in complex structures, it is more desirable to measure CDs in homogeneous patches (based on image segmentation) and then combine them into an overall CD as the proposed methodology. This is 455 confirmed as well by the performance achieved by the proposed methodology which is based on computation of local differences in homogeneous textured patches.
Future work should further extend the scope of evaluation by including additional publicly available image databases as well as other color related types 460 of distortion (e.g. gamut mapping) with the purpose of validating the results and generalizing the findings of our work. Also, since there is a considerable increase of computer-generated image content [83] , the evaluation of the proposed 23 methodology in computer-generated images is proposed as future work.
